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  Abstract 

The absorption of Arabic in Indonesian that forms new words results in a change in 

meaning. It happens because of cultural differences and customs in each country. This 

study presents the problem of absorption of Arabic in the Indonesian language in the 

religious sphere that often appears among the community. Researchers used a 

descriptive qualitative analysis method to study this research. In the data collection, 

researchers applied the methodology of listening, by listening to sentences related to 

the structure of the word, and then the word is recorded on a blank sheet to continue 

with the classification by the group of words respectively and lastly the word is 

matched with the elements of the word absorption from the Arabic language contained 

in the Indonesian language in the religious sphere. In this study, researchers found the 

problem of absorption of Arabic in the Indonesian language in the religious sphere, 

among others; linguistic issues, social issues, political issues, future fixation, and the 

correcting of the words of absorption in question. 

 
 

Keywords 

Absorption of Language, Arabic, Indonesian, Religious Domain 

 
1. Introduction 

Language absorption occurs due to long-lasting contact between speakers. According to 

Cenoz when the contact occurred, the two language users influenced each other[1]. The 

language that receives influence is called the model, and the language affected is called 

the donor. The process by which donors influence the model is called borrowing or ab-

sorption. The process of absorption between languages that make up a new word affects 

the change of meaning. This is due to the different cultures and customs of each country. 

The formation of words taken from one language to another takes a long time which 

eventually gives chances for a shift in meaning. In addition to how the word-making pro-

cess is, a study of meaning will also be carried out, because in essence words and mean-

ings are one. 

In the case of sound similarities, of course, there are differences in sound between ab-

sorbing language and absorbed but there are similarities in the sound. In this case, Indo-
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nesian is an absorbing language of Arabic. Its absorption by means: dissimilated and 

diphthongized. 

Dissimilate, is the change of sound from two sounds of the same or similar to a sound 

that is not the same or different, changes that occur in the Indonesian language absorbed 

from the Arabic language include: a) The sound /â/ changes to /a/, such as the word /hâl/ 

to /hal/, b) The sound /'/changes to /k/, such as the word /ta'wîl/ to /takwil/ followed by a 

change / î / to /i/, c) The sound /î/ changes to /i/, such as the word /jîran/ to /jiran/, d) The 

sound /q/ changes to /k/, such as the word /yaqîn/ to /yakin/ with other changes in the 

form of /î/ to /i/, e) The sound /ḍ / changes to /d/, such as the word /haiḍ / becomes /haid/, 

f) The sound ẓ changes to  z sound, such as the word /ta'ẓim/ to /takzim/ with a change 

/’/ to /k/. 

Diphthongized, is the change of a single vowel sound (monophthong) into two vowels or 

double vowels (diphthong) in sequence. The change from single vocal to vowel is pro-

nounced still in one peak of loudness so that it remains in one syllable. 

There are not many research on the problem of absorption of Arabic in Indonesian. 

However, relevant research has been carried out by Rahmawati, (2018), entitled 

Minangkabau Vocabulary absorption from Arabic (Morphological-Semantic Analysis) 

focusing only on the morphological and semantic aspects that become the word 

absorption Minangkabau language in Arabic. Relevant research was also carried out by 

Supriyadi and Iswara entitled Phonological Changes in Sundanese Absorption Words 

from Arabic: A Case Study on Sundanese Communities in West Java, Indonesia[3]. The 

focus of the study was the change of words contained in the phonological Sundanese 

word absorption from Arabic. From the two studies above, there has not been a 

fundamental problem of the application of Arabic in Indonesian in the religious sphere. 

Where according to researchers the study is very important to be discussed considering 

the religious sphere in Indonesia is a complex thing and has a variety of types, such as; 

walimah, tabligh akbar, majlis ta'lim, aqiqah, circumcision, maulidan, etc. 

2. Methodology  

In this study, researchers used the descriptive qualitative analysis method. Descriptive 

analysis is a method by way of collecting data, compiling or classifying, analyzing, and 

interpreting the data that has been obtained. The descriptive analysis method is done 

solely based on existing facts or phenomena that are empirically still used by its speaker 

[4]. The purpose of this descriptive research is to systematically, factually, and accurately 

describe, identify, or draw the facts, traits, and relationships between the phenomena in-

vestigated. 

The stages of this research were (1) Collecting and identifying data and literature related 

to Arabic absorption vocabulary into the Indonesian language in the religious sphere, (2) 

Reading and understanding books of other reference materials related to word formation, 

and (3) Analyzing the data that has been obtained as a result of the initial report and then 

systematically rearranging it in the form of the final report. 

In providing data in this study the author used a method of listening to the method of data 

collection carried out by listening to the use of language. The listening method was done 

by listening to sentences related to the structure and form of the word absorption from 

Arabic in the Indonesian language in the religious sphere. Rasimin After doing the lis-

tening method, a note-taking technique was applied. stated that the recording technique 
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was recording done on the card which is immediately continued with classification[5]. 

This recording technique was intended so that the data obtained through the listening 

method can be collected and classified according to their respective groups. After the data 

were classified according to their respective groups, then will be conducted identity tech-

niques to see more specifically the problems contained in the absorption of the language. 

Goris et al stated that the identification method is a method used to examine or determine 

the identity of diagonal units by using determinants that are outside the language[6]. The 

determining tools are everything designated language (referent), speech tool forming 

language (writing), other languages, and interlocutor talk for research needs. This solid 

method is used to match the analyzed elements, namely the words absorption from Ara-

bic contained in the Indonesian language in the religious sphere with the determining tool 

of the original word in Arabic. 

3. Result and Discussion  

The absorption of words between nations was the oldest social phenomena in the history 

of the development of languages in the world. For example, there were Sumeria words 

that were absorbed into the Acadian language, such as the word (haykal) which in Sume-

ria meant "great house". Some Greek alphabetic names such as "alpha" and "beta" [7] 

were the word absorption from the Vinicio language [8]. Similarly, Arabic in the Jahiliah 

era absorbed words from Sanskrit, Persia, and Yunani.  On the contrary, Arabic words 

in the early days of Islam were absorbed by nations domiciled in Syria, Iraq, and Egypt 

[9]. Furthermore many Arabic words were absorbed into European languages, especially 

in the fields of astronomy, medicine, and chemistry [10]. Also, Arabic was widely ab-

sorbed into Persia, Urdu, and Indonesian, especially in the field of religion [11]. Then 

when European culture entered the Arab world, many Western words were absorbed into 

Arabic, as well as into other Islamic world languages, including Indonesia, and continue 

to this day. 

In the Qur'an, there were also absorption words derived from various languages, such as 

Persia, Greek, Roman, and from languages as Arabic as Syriac [7]. The words were re-

ferred to as from the Habsyi language (kifalyn, nashiah, awba, qiswarah, mishkah), from 

Persia: ( al-bariq, al-tanawwur, al-dinar, al-siradaq, al-istibraq, al-zanjabil [12], from 

Roman (al-raqim, al-qisthas, tafqa, al-lawh) [13], from Hebrew (ba’ir, darast, hadna, 

ro’ina) [14], from Suriani (al-thur), from Greek (suriya). The opinion of the words ab-

sorption in the Qur'an is based on the narration of Sa'id ibn Jubair and the narration of 

Ibn 'Abbas (w. 68 H), then supported by As-Suyuty and most scholars fiqh lughah today, 

but Imam Shafi'I (as he stated in his work Ar-Risalah), Ibn Jarir At-Tabary, Abu 'Ubai-

dah, Qadi Abu Bakardan Ibn Faris argued the absence of the word absorption in Qur'an 

[15]. 

From the history of its development, it was known that the main motivation of absorption 

activities carried out by individuals, groups and institutions were the factors of 'need' be-

cause the absorbent party did not have the concept of culture expressed in the word ab-

sorbed, or because of the difficulty of taking the meaning through translation. In addition 

to the encouragement of 'needs', a person used a foreign language or term because of the 

pride factor. Some people proudly slip foreign words when he speaks in his language 

(oral or written). Some people spoke a foreign language, and here they tried their best to 

speak as perfectly as possible, not to include the words of their language, to show their 
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proficiency using the foreign language they like [16]. The emergence of 'needs' or other 

reasons such as 'feeling proud' using foreign languages or terms, as a result of cultural in-

teractions between groups or nations with language as the most dominant means of 

communication. Thus absorbing words between nations was a natural phenomenon, not 

to be viewed negatively. 

Interaction between the people/nation of Indonesia and the outside world, in this era of 

globalization seemed to continue to increase, no exception with the Arab world, more as-

sertively with Arab culture, not limited to the field of religion, religious education, and 

politics that has long been well established but also covered the social and economic 

fields. Increasing cultural interaction allowed for increased opportunities to interact in 

Arabic and Indonesian, including the absorption of Arabic terms into The Indonesian 

language. 

Many problems that need to be answered about the absorption of Arabic terms in the in-

tention, among others important were; What fields need to be absorbed, what were the 

terms natural sciences, biology, politics, economics, social religion, and so on? If the 

answer was religious terms, what were the criteria for selection or selection? How was 

the proper absorption procedure to meet the needs and even to accommodate pride in 

Arabic as a religious language, if the second reason was positive, can support the sociali-

zation of absorbent words in particular and enrichment of the Indonesian vocabulary in 

general? How to respond to the interesting pull in absorption between the desire to main-

tain the original Arabic ujud, and the desire to adapt Arabic words to the Indonesian rules 

completely? How was the wording done in the Indonesia dictionary in such an interesting 

sweltering situation?         

3.1 Nature of Absorption 

Absorption of a language, according to Ibrahim Anis, is a kind of imitation as, a child did 

when 'imitating' the language of his parents or adults in his environment [17], only that 

what he imitated is limited to certain elements of the language, whereas when imitating 

language, the child imitated all elements of what is heard from them[18]. 

Imitating or absorbing other language words or terms from time immemorial until now 

was done both by individuals and by groups. Performed by an individual, at first an offi-

cial or a religious figure, or a poet, for example, using a foreign language word, then fol-

lowed by members of his group, then over time the word or phrase was seen as belonging 

to all members of the group so that it became an integral part of their language as a 

whole. Then in this modern era absorption was carried out also by institutions tasked with 

developing local languages, such as the Language Center of the Ministry of National Ed-

ucation of the Republic of Indonesia and language institutions in many universities [19]. 

Because the absorption actors were different (individuals, groups, institutions) in terms of 

motivation, time absorbing, geographical and cultural background, then the absorption 

results were different, in terms of spelling and pronunciation, even the meaning or mean-

ing of the word absorption was likely to experience a shift from the meaning of the origi-

nal term. 

That was why it is difficult to find a comprehensive definition of absorption applicable to 

all absorption activities. But the point was 'to use foreign spoken or written pronuncia-

tions, and in question try to make the word form appropriate or similar to the spelling and 

pronunciation of the language, so that it was easy to pronounce, and therefore sooner or 

later widespread in the local community. 
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From the brief explanation above can be drawn keywords that can be considered for the 

next description, namely: (1) Absorption activities were natural social phenomena and 

run naturally (2) Words of absorption (Arabic) adapted to the specifications Indonesian 

language, intending to make it easy to pronounce so that it was familiar in society. 

3.2 Term of Meaning 

The Language Center of the Ministry of National Education of the Republic of Indonesia 

made a definition of 'term', i.e. Term is a word or phrase used as a name or emblem and 

that carefully expresses the meaning of concepts, processes, circumstances or traits typi-

cal in the fields of science, technology and the arts. 

The use of the word' ... meticulously...' in the meaning of careful; thorough (KBBI), may 

still have questions, if it was related to the process of absorption of natural language, and 

see the fact that not a few terms, including religious terms such as prayer, zakat, fasting, 

hajj that can be seen as not or less thorough in expressing the concept or meaning of these 

terms. On the other hand, the word 'meticulous' can be subjective, and it is difficult to 

formulate the indicators. 

In this regard, it was not wrong to note the notion of 'term' according to the native speak-

ers (Arabic), which emphasizes 'agreement', not on 'carefulness'. may still have questions, 

if it was related to the process of absorption of natural language, and see the fact that not 

a few terms, including religious terms such as prayer, zakat, fasting, hajj that can be seen 

as not or less thorough in expressing the concept or meaning of these terms. On the other 

hand, the word 'meticulous' can be subjective, and it is difficult to formulate the indica-

tors. 

In this regard, it was not wrong to note the notion of 'term' according to the native speak-

ers (Arabic), which emphasizes 'agreement', not on 'carefulness'.  Terms are words that 

are agreed to be used by experts in certain fields of science to express concepts in the 

field of science in question. 

The definition stated by Al-Jurjani (d. 816 H) in his work showed how the process of cre-

ating terms. The result of a group's agreement to name something in a way (al-naql). 

An-naql in the sense of giving a word 'new understanding' which has conformity or simi-

larity of nature or other to the 'original sense' of the word. 

For example, the word (al-shalat) originally meant 'prayer', then the fiqh experts agreed 

to give it an understanding (aqwal wa af’al muftahah bi al-takbir wa mukhtam bi 

al-taslim), thus (al-shalat) with the second sense it becomes term fiqh. Similarly, the 

word (al-kalam) whose original meaning was to speak, became a term in the field of the-

ology, the field of fiqh, and the field of language, with a new sense of each agreed by the 

experts of their respective fields. 

It can be admitted that carefulness was one of the good signs of the term, but at least for 

the purposes of discussion in this study it should not be understood as a criterion in de-

termining a word as a 'term' or open. In essence (1) The term was a word that contained a 

special understanding in a particular field of science (2) The term was the result of the 

agreement of experts in their respective fields, so that a meaning that is still ikhtilaf did 

not need to be inventoried in the activities of formalization the term. 

3.3. Religious Term 

In the definition of the term Language Center above mentioned the term ... in the fields of 

science, technology, and the arts. Do religious Arabic terms covered all three areas?. Be-

fore answering the question, it should be stated, that today there were estimated to be 650 
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branches of science, developing from two main clumps, namely: the clumps of natural 

sciences, and the clumps of social sciences. Science was growing rapidly by giving birth 

to branches of science and it was estimated that there are now 650 branches of science. 

The main branches of social sciences were anthropology, psychology, economics, soci-

ology, and political science. Anthropology was divided into five branches: archaeology, 

physical anthropology, linguistics, ethnology, and social/cultural anthropology. From 

there developed applied social sciences, such as educational science which was a social 

science that applied concepts of psychology, anthropology, and sociology[20]. 

About today's absorption, the science of the natural sciences will not be absorbed into the 

Indonesian language. The reason, because as natural science, sciences such as biology, 

physics, and chemistry were neutral, it did not have the potential for any religious nuance, 

and modern concepts in this field were the result of excavation (culture) of Western sci-

entists, so it was not surprising that Arabic terms in this field were mostly in the form of 

absorption from Western languages. 

While the branches of social sciences, namely; psychology, economics, sociology, politi-

cal science, linguistics, and law and education (as applied sciences), although obtained by 

scientific methods, such as natural sciences, but Islamic scholars contributed by giving it 

a religious foundation and avoiding applications contrary to Islamic teachings.  

Here was born the Islamic economy, sociology in the perspective of Islam, Islamic polit-

ical science, legal science, and Islamic education. Figures of knowledge such as Imam 

Shafi'i and other mujtahid fiqh (Islamic law), Islamic philosophers who have attention to 

psychiatric analysis and education in his works, such as Al-Ghazali, pioneers of Islamic 

Arabic social sciences such as Ibn Khaldun and Arab scholars today prove the existence 

of social sciences with religious nuances. 

Arabic terms (as a result of agreement) in their respective areas of knowledge can be 

traced through their works, dictionary of terms, and so on. In addition to such religious 

science terms, it was certainly the terms of the field of religion that may still not be col-

lected so far. 

3.4 Characteristics of the Arabic Word  

Arabic, based on genealogy, was included in the Hamit-Samit family, while Indonesian 

was included in the Austria language family, a sub-family of Austronesia, therefore it was 

not surprising that there are many differences between the two languages, included into 

the field of words and elements that make up them, namely syllables and phonemes. For 

absorption, the following was centered on the characteristics of the Arabic word that was 

not contained in the word Indonesia, in summary. 

Form of Arabic Words: 1) Arabic language used Arabic letters, while Indonesian uses 

Latin letters; 2) Arabic is analytical  (tahliliyah), which is known as ishtiqaq 

(derivation) and al-tashrif or inflection, in contrast to the agglutinative Indonesian 

(al-shafiyah), so that for grammatical development and also semantics were used prefix, 

infix and suffix  by not changing the basic form (spelling) of the developed word. For 

example, (kataba) developed (tashrif) to (katib, maktub, kitab, maktabah), because there 

is no isytiqaq system in Indonesian, also in English, the five Arabic vocabulary in 

Indonesian and English appear to vary into: penulis/writer-tulisan/letter-buku/book-meja 

tulis/desk-perpustakaan/library. 3) with its analytical properties, Arabic has a system that 

did not exist in Indonesian, as follows;  a) Particle (al), b) Plural form (jam’u al-taksir, 

jam’u al-mudzakkar al-salim, jam’u al-muannats al-salim), c) Musanna form (denotes 
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two) like shahadatayn, d) (h) at the end of the word as a sign mu'annas (feminine), e) (i) 

at the end of the word to indicate the meaning of the nature as in the second word of the 

following phrase. Al-fik al-falsafy-bank islamy, al-madzhab al-hanafy-sanah hi-

jriyyah-al-madrasah al-tsanawiyyah-al-‘anashir al-asasiyyah), f) (yah) at the end of the 

word to give meaning masdar to the word in question called (mashdar shina’i), like 

al-insaniyah (humanity), al-jahiliyyah ignorance, ananiyyah egoism, hiwayah identity, f) 

There is a sign of 'irab, as in muslimani-muslimayni-muslimina.  

These characteristics need to be considered in the absorption of Arabic words into Indo-

nesian. 

3.4 Arabic Words Sound  

Characteristics of the sound of words to note in the insertion, as follows. First, Arabic 

segmental phonemes that were not in Indonesian, namely:  / ء / / ثs ح    -  /  /h /  ذ  -  / z ص /  / s / 

ض /  - d ط /  -  / t ظ /  -  / z غ /  -ع /.../    -  / g ق /  -  / q /  In addition, there are actually 4 Arabic conso-

nant phonemes, namely /f/, /kh/, /sy/, and /z/, but have been accepted for their use among 

the Indonesian people, as in the Arabic word absorption: benefits, sermons, gratitude, and 

times. 

Second, Arabic supra segmental phoneme: a) Long vowels /a/, /i/ and /u/ called 

(al-madd), b) Long pronunciation due to the existence of a double consonant called 

syaddah as in the word (fa’al), c) Long pronunciation in syllables (KVVK) when waqf, d) 

As in (mal) in the word (istikmal), e) In syllables (KVKK) as in the word (fikr) and(qalb) 

when waqf, f) and as in the word (shah, khatha’ when waqf, g) The spread of letters (wa) 

and (y) or that called (layn) which seems to form a diphthong.  

Adjustment with Indonesian Language Rules 

In general, it can be stated as follows: 1) The design of Arabic spelling and pronunciation 

with Indonesian rules (phono tactic) was done in certain ways, including how the word 

(zhuhur, zhahir) became /zahir/, unlike what has been the case, i.e. being /lohor, lahir/. 

Also how the phoneme /.../ ع was omitted when occupying the starting position and re-

placed with /k/ when occupying the ending position of the syllable; 2) In the syllable 

field, how did words containing (almadd-aslshiddah) and KVKK pattern syllables, such 

as /fajr/ became /fajar/, /jirm/ to /jirim/, /quds/ to /kudus/, but why /'ilm/ became /ilmu/ 

(not ilim). 3) In Indonesian there were no spelling such as mas'alah, jumu'at, tabi'at, 

da'irah, majallah, kulliyyah, wujud, taqwa, dunya, hibah dan hairan, with adjustment it 

became masalah, jumaat, tabeat, majalah, kuliah, ujud, takua, dunia, hebat, heran. 4) 

Plural words and musanna in Arabic were returned to their mufrad form. The word ka-

limat, jumal, shahadatain was absorbed by using the word of its mufrad, namely 'sen-

tence' and 'number'., and its use likes to be added with the proposition or re-word into 

several sentences, numbers and two creeds. Similarly particles (al),  ta' marbutah, suffix 

(y) and (yah)  were all omitted, as in the expression of one's Islamic and Islamic philos-

ophy, being one's Islamic philosophy and Islam. 

Phenomena of Deviation And Standarization of Absorption Word (Sociolinguistic 

Review) 

In its use in the broader community, even in Indonesian Dictionary, there are absorption 

words that seem to deviate from the Indonesian language rules, both in phonemes, sylla-

ble fields, and in word fields, such as examples in the following table. 
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Use 

in the com-

munity 

based on Indone-

sian language 

rules 

 Use 

in the community 

based on Indone-

sian language rules 

 Musabaqah 

 qiraat 

 mi'raj  

 wujud  

 sayid  

 ilmu 

 haid 

 syi'ar  

 bid'ah 

Musabakah 

kiraat 

miraj  

ujud  

sayid  

ilim  

hed 

syiar  

bidah 

 Al-Qur'an 

aurat 

gairah 

ummat 

arwah 

ulama 

fidyah 

nabati 

ilmiah     

Quran/Alquran 

orat 

gerah 

umat 

ruh or roh 

alim 

fidiah 

nabat 

ilmu       

 

Phenomena of language that appear to deviate from the rules of  Indonesian language, as 

in the example in the table above, did not need to be viewed negatively, but rather as a 

natural phenomenon, if it is remembered that absorbing vocabulary and terms between 

nations as well as in the field of science without exception- has been done by humans 

thousands of years ago and only then in modern times the expert in this field formulated 

the rules based on scientific studies/research. The rules were in the early stages in the 

form of general rules [9], which may still be left linguistic data that seemed to deviate 

from the general rule, but in subsequent developments, it was proven that such 'devia-

tions' can be formulated specific rules. 

So absorbent words that still maintained their original form should not always be viewed 

negatively. If what was initially considered a deviation was accepted by most / all speak-

ers, then the deviation became a rule as well. This applied to all languages, including In-

donesian[21]. 

The brief comment above indicated that the use of absorbent words that deviate from In-

donesian language rules-as a sociolinguistic phenomenon–should still be given a place to 

live in the user's community, but on the other hand the efforts of the standard must be 

continuously carried out and dynamically improved, with the following explanations. 

First, What is meant by standard absorption words were words of absorption that are 

agreed as absorption words that will be used as benchmarks as words of absorption that 

were 'good and correct' in communication that was an official state, both in writing and 

oral. Referred to as a benchmark or as a reference framework, because the standard ab-

sorption word was characterized by the norms and rules of the Indonesian language used 

as a gauge of the correct or not use of the language in general, as well as the use of the 

word absorption in particular. Referred to as communication was official because 

non-standard absorption words were still used in social situations that were not the offi-

cial state. The purpose of the official state situation, including in education, in textbooks, 

in-laws, and so on.  

Second, Standard absorption words will be able to carry out their functions (i.e. as a 

benchmark and used in official state communication) if they have three very important 

characteristics as must be possessed by the standard language in general, namely (1) have 

dynamic stability characteristics (2) have the characteristics of scholarly, and (3) have 

characteristics of rationality[22].  

Characteristics of dynamic stability, the form of rules of absorption of a fixed word. But 

the stability was flexible enough, so it can accept the possibility of changes in a certain 

period because theoretically, the language was dynamic as the user community of that 

language. The characteristic of scholarly meant that standard absorption words can be 
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used to discuss science, technology, and modern life, especially religious knowledge and 

religious knowledge. 

The characteristic of rationality, meaning the standard absorption words must be rational. 

So the word absorption that contained paradoxical and controversial meanings did not re-

flect the rationality of it. 1) The standardization of religious absorption words into the 

Indonesian language was carried out by the authorities, in this case, the Language Center 

of the Ministry of National Education, because only this institution that met the require-

ments, both in terms of legality that covered the national, facilities, facilities, and human 

resources. However, it was necessary to get the support of interested parties such as The 

Ministry of Religious Affairs and Training, MUI, formal education circles, the book in-

dustry, and mass media. 2) Lastly, one thing that needed special attention in the activities 

of wording absorption of the field of religion and knowledge with religious nuances, 

namely the reversal in the 'phoneme pronunciation' Indonesia, such as the word 'infor-

mation' whether pronounced exactly like the spelling, or /ma'lum/ and so on. 

From the explanation above, several problems need to be considered about the absorption 

of Arabic terms into the Indonesian language, especially the terms of religion and the 

terms of the field of religious science, as follows. First, Linguistic problems, Compara-

tive/contrastive studies between Arabic and Indonesian were more careful and accurate, 

including areas of language relevant to the need for the correcting of the word absorption 

from Arabic in the field of religion and religious science into The Indonesian language. 

Operational formulation of the understanding of religious terms and religious science 

terms. Solid and dynamic standard Indonesian grammar as a benchmark for absorption 

adjustments on spelling, pronunciation, and meaning. Research to obtain Arabic language 

data to be absorbed. 

Second, Social problems. The attitudes of the Muslim community, including among Ara-

bic language-lovers informal educational institutions and in Islamic Boarding School 

against the absorbing words 'religious term' and the term science with religious nuances. 

Third, Political issues, the government's awareness of the importance of developing the 

Indonesian vocabulary through the absorption of the Arabic language for political, eco-

nomic, and socio-cultural purposes.  

Fourth, Future standardization, the standardization was carried out by the Language Cen-

ter of the Ministry of National Education with concrete support from interested parties so 

that the resulting absorbent words have dynamic stability, scholarly, and rationality. 

Fifth, To correct the absorbent words in question, it was necessary to strengthen, or if 

possible the correcting of 'phoneme pronunciation' Indonesia, such as the steady 'spelling' 

with the presence of Indonesian language grammar. 

In some of the data disclosed above, the Indonesian language that has adopted Arabic 

made changes in phonetic, morphine, and semantic aspects. In the semantic aspect there 

was an expansion of meaning, narrowing of meaning, refining of meaning, this reality 

was inseparable from the efforts to adjust the language absorbed by the standard rules 

contained in the Indonesian language, but the original owner of the absorbed language 

must be a reference so that the basic meaning cannot be ignored.  

In some of the data disclosed above, the Indonesian language that has adopted Arabic 

made changes in phonetic, morphine, and semantic aspects. In the semantic aspect there 

was an expansion of meaning, narrowing of meaning, refining of meaning, this reality 

was inseparable from the efforts to adjust the language absorbed by the standard rules 
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contained in the Indonesian language, but nevertheless, the original owner of the ab-

sorbed language must be a reference so that the basic meaning cannot be corrected. 

4. Conclusion  

Indonesian language absorbed from Arabic will not perfect like the original language. In 

this case, there are problems in the process of absorption of Arabic in the Indonesian 

language, especially in the religious sphere, among others; linguistic problems, social 

problems, political times, future standardization, and the standardization of the absorption 

words mentioned. Deviations found by researchers not only occur in the wider commu-

nity but also are contained in the dictionary of the Indonesian language (KBBI), both in 

the phoneme aspect, the field of syllables, and in the aspect of the word itself. Because 

this study only reveals the problem of absorption of Arabic in The Indonesian language in 

the religious sphere in general, so it does not discuss the specific religious sphere. There-

fore, researchers recommend continuing research with religious domains in designated 

areas. Because each region in Indonesia has a variety of religious traditions that are dif-

ferent from each other. 
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